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FORWORD

Traffic accidents in highway work zones are a continuing
problem. Unsafe operating speed-for existing conditions is a
frequently cited driver’s error which contributes to work zone
accidents involving highway traffic. There is a need for more
effective methods for controlling vehicle operating speeds
through highway work zones.

The information presented in this guide is of interest to
traffic engineers in the public and private sectors who are involved
in or responsible for planning, designing, and implementing traffic
control in highway construction zones on multilane freeways. The
guide presents evaluations of four methods for controlling vehicle
speeds through work zones on multilane highways where one or more
lanes are closed.

The basis for this guide was a field study of vehicle
operating speeds through work zones on segments of Interstate
highways in Delaware. Copies of the guide are available from the
13ational Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161.

Robe’rt J. Betsold
Director, Office of Implementation
Federal Highway Administration
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IJOTICE

This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department
of Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The
United States Government assumes no liability for its contents or use
thereof.

The contents of this report reflect the views of tlie contractors who
are responsible for the facts and the accuracy of the data presented
herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the official views
or policy of the Department of Transportation.

This report does not not constitute a standard, specification, or
regulation.

The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers.
Trademarks or manufacturers’ names appear herein only because they are
considered essential to the object of this document.
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SPEED CONTROL ~ROUGH WOM ZO~S
TEC~IQUES EVALUATION

INTRODUCTION

Excessive speed for existing conditions reduces the effectil,eness ~:~
corrective navigational maneuvers made by motorists as they travel. through
highway construction Zonesm The safety of motorists and work crews i]~
construction zones remains an unresolved issue~ inspite of nmerou:s
techniques for speed control. Traffic accidents in construction sites are a
continuing prob2em. Several studies have concluded tl~athighway co~lstructio~~
zones have a propensity for increasing accidents. In a 1965 Ca2iforni:]
accident study (~) of 10 randomly se2ec~ed construction projects a 21,4;g
increase in the accident rate was observed, with <L132% increase in tht>
fata2ity component. In a study of 207 highway resurfacing projects on two--
2ane highways Graham et a2 (~) reported a 61!%incre:~sein total accidents,,
67% increase in injuries, and a 68% increase in fatalities during
construction. The Virginia Highway Researcl~Counci.2(15) reported a 119YZ
increase in

—
accident frequency in construction zones on 1-495 in Northerr}

Virginiae The Nationa2 Safety Council surveys (~) show that over 500 peop2t:
working on the roadway are reported ki22ed each year as a resu2t of traffic
accidents. There is no doubt that highway construction and maintenance zones
increase the potential for traffic accidents. Attention must be focused on
innovative traffic control measures which are more responsive to drivers irl
highway construction zones. Unfortunatelys motorists do not always slow dowrl
to posted work zone speed limits.

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

This research examines the long-term effectiveness to two flagging and twcl
2aw enforcement techniques in reducing speeds in freeway construction zones.
These techniques were previously determined tc)have reasonable promise for
reducing speeds during 1-2 hour applications (~). The four treatments are
the fo220wing:

1. mc~ Flagging: This is the flagging procedure described in the 1978
edition of the Wnua2 On-~JniformTraffic Contro2 Devices
~mc~) (12). The f2agg6!requipped with a red flag and-
orange V~~ performs tkie ~~a~e~t and S20WV$ signa2
detailed in Part IV of the mCD.

2. Innovative F2agging: This f2agging technique combines th,s mc~
procedure tith the f2agger using the other hand without
the f2ag to motion traffic to slow and then to point at
a nearby speed limit sign. See Figure Ie



3. Stationary Police Cruiser with Lights and Radar On: This technique
requires a mar]cedpatrol car with cruiser lights and
radar in operation. See Figure 2.

4* Uniformed Police Traffic Controller: A uniformed officer standin2 on the
side of the road near a speed li!~it sign manually
motions the traffic to slow down. See Figure 3.

Two applications of each of the above tecl~niqueswere studied on a six-lane
Interstate freeway in i)elaware. l)etailsof the field sites are presented in
the section of this paper which covers the study designm

BACKGROUND

The safety of motorists and workers in highway construction zones has been
the subject of many research stu~~ies(1, 6, ~, 9, 10, ~~,)0 The results of
these studies~ as well as others$ have contributed to major improvements in
the way traffic is controlled to improve safety in highway construction
zones. The 1978 version of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control l)evices
(12) and its periodical revisions represent tile results of years of
e~erimentation~ and is the national engineering standard for hi~hway traffic
contro18 includin2 traffic control in maintenance and construction zones,
Inspite of great pro~ress in reducing the accident rates in construction
zones~ safety remains a continuing issuej prinarily because of the tragic
nature of accidents in construction zones. The fundamental ilypothesis of
this research is that further reduction in tilerate? frequency and severity
of accidents in construction zones could be obtained through the use of

improved techniques for causing drivers to reduce speeds.

The causes of traffic acci(lents in l~i~hway work ZOIl~S are due to a
combination of factors~ includin~ driver~s errors inadequate visibility poor
road surface condition9 construction obstructions inadequate Eraffic control
and i.nformation9and improper mana~ement of material$ equipment and personnel
in construction zones. l~ibertyllutualInsura~lceCompany <~) noted that ~lore
than one-half of the accidents in the vicinity of road closures are caused by
driver~s error and llegli[~ence. Unsafe o~)~?ratirlgspeeds for existin~
condition is a frequent driverts error. In the review of work zone accidents
on rural higl~ways in Ohio$ l~emeth(5) concluded that compared to other—
causative factors9 excessive speed is 5.5 times more frequently cited as the
reason for traffic accidelltsin lli~hwayconstruction are?]s. Ilumpllries(~)
studied 103 work zones located in several states ancl conclu(led that both
unsafe operating speed and inadequate speed control can be blamed for many
traffic accide~~tsin hi~hway construction zones. Richards and Faulkner (13)
studied accidents in Texas and observed tl~atspeed violation contriubte(d~o
27 percent of work zone accidents, con]paredto 15 percent for non-work zo[le
accidellts, There is need for more effective ways for motorists to reduce
sl)eed in highway construction zones where slower operating speeds are
required. T]lestanclardpractice of usin~ si:nins to control speedin~ in work
zones is not working$ Drivers are ~enerally not responsive to purely
advisory and regulatory speed signir]:in construction zones.

2



Figure 1. Innovative Flagg~.ngMethod

Figure 2. Police Cruiser With LighEs and Radar
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Figure 3. Uniformed Police Traffic Controller

Graham et al (2) conducted experiments to evaluate several speed reduction
techniques for h~ghway work zones in the Kansas City Metropolitan area. The
study observed speeds erratic maneuvers and conflicts at three sites -- an
urban freeways rural freeways and an urban street --- Data collection was
limited to 2 - 3.5 hours per technique. The study did not address the long
term speed reduction potential of each technique.

Richards et al (8) studied the short term effectiveness of a nwber of work-
zone speed reduct;on methods. The flagging technique described in the mCD
(12), an innovative— flagging modification of the mc~ method, po13ce
controllers and police car with activated radar on site were among the
techniques studied. The study (g) examined the short-term speed-reduction
response of motorists to each technique. Observations for each treatment
were made over 1 - 2 hours. Compared with the standard ~CD flagging
method~ the innovative flagging treatment resulted in larger speed reduction
at five of the six study sites, On the urban freeway site, the innovative
flagging treatment reduced speeds by 4 mph (7%) and the ~C~ flagging
reduced speed by 3 mph (5%). These reductions, from a traffic operational
standpoint are not significants me report (~) states that the police
controller technique was not evaluated at any of the freeway sites because of
the reluctance of the police to stand on the roadside. The stationary patrol
car reduced speeds by 4 - 12 mph (6 to 22%). It was determined to be the
most successful on urban arterials and apparently less so on urban freeways.
These four speed reduction techniques were determined to have modest promise,
based on short term observations of 1 - 2 hour durations. me unanswered
question is whether the potential demonstrated for the short term application
of the four techniques can be obtained during long term application on
freeways. Construction activities of duration longer than two weeks are
common occurrences on freeways. Thus, the experiments initiated by Richards
et al (8) need to be expanded to cover long term conditions.

4



IMPLEMENTATION

Study Sites

~igil~ study sites were seleceed on Route I-495 iilthe suburbs of ~Jilmington~
Delaware. 1-495 is a si;<-lanedivideclfreeway, with three lanes in each
direction. Figure 4 shows the relative location of the four bridges which
were undergoing approach slab rehabilitation during the study. For each
bridge, the construction activity was performed in twc~phases. Tileleft and
center lanes were closed in phase 1, and the ]ri~lltlane was closed in phase
2. Figure 5 demonstrates the typical two-lane closure used on all sites.
The typical one-lane closure is depicted in FiSure 6. Figures 5 a~,d6 also
provide information on the location of treatment static)nsir]relatior to the
ser~sorsat speed stations A$ B, and C. Statio]~A was placed about 5000 feet
upstream away from Station B. The re~ulatory speed ].iJ:litat Station A was 55
mph. An advisory speed of 45 mph was installed throu&hout the construction
area. All study sites had the same geometrical, topc)graphical,and traffic
operating conditions. The distance between 13and C w~~seither 2500 or 4500
feet depending on the number of lanes closed. Table 1.provides a li,stin~of
the treatments and the spatial separation between speed stations. Traffic
control devices in the construction area were not visible from Station A.
Figure 7 indicates the typical off-peak traff:ic, roadway geometries, and
scenic conditions of the study sites.

Table 1. Lane Closures and Distances Between Stations

Treatment
Type

Site Freeway Unidirectional Lanes Distance Between
IJO. +$x- La:nes Closed Stations (ft)

x) B-(Y

!Jfl~rCD
T~TC1)
Police Car & Radar
Police Car & Radar
Police Controller
Police Controller
Innovative FlagSin~
Innovative Flagging

802
302
805
805
813
813
326A
826A

1-495S
I-!Fg5S
I-49YJ
I-495N
I-495N
~_495~J

I-495N
1-495N

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000

4500
2500
4500
2500
45i)0
2500
4500
2500

CL = Center Lane
RL = Right Lane ~+ All sites located $.n[’Wilmington,Delaware
LL = Left Lane
MTCD = Flaggin2 procedure in the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
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Application of Treatments

~ach of the four treati~entswas applied once tIDtiletwo-lane closure phase
~Jotreatj~lent~~a~an(~tjlento tileorle-laneclosure phase for the s<a::le~)r~.d~;e.

repeate~ion any other brid~es. l~orexample, the ~~~(;l)fla~~in[~was applied
only to brid~e ~/302durin~ phase 1 and pl~ase2 construction for that !~rid~e,
See Table 1 for treatments and lane closures applied to ot!ler })ridties. ‘Ylle
treatlllentapplied to each lane-closure situation re13aine[lin ~~1.acefor a
period of 10 - 15 days, depen(linson the sc~ledule of t;le con:jtrllction
contractor.

Environmental Conditions

The observation periods~ occurred on weel<daysonly ancllasted approximately
for three hours, involved ~ood weather~ and dry pavejxent,and were carefully
selecte(~to avoid ni8~1tconditions an(]peak ~ra~fic periods.

Figure 7. Typical Roadway Characteristics

Instrumentation

Automatic data collection equipment was used in obtaining speed, volume and
vehicle classification. ‘Twoportable electromagnetic loop detectors mounted
on rubber mats (see Figure 8) were used in each through lane. These mats
were nailed to the paver!]entas indicated in Figure 9. A special adhesive
duct tape was used to further secure the ed~,esof tilemats and I:he lead
wires. One VC 1900 traffic analyser (see Figure 10) was used at each speed
station. Fi~ure 11 demonstrates a completely installed mat. Figure 12
depicts the layout used in covering three Ian.esopened to traffic. 1.ead
wires from each detector were connected to the traffic analyser. Use of the
above mentioned equipment facili~ated concealment and avoided the need for
the field team to remain on site while data were being automatically
collected.

9



Figure 8. Portable Electromagnetic Loop Detectors
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Figure 9. Nailing Flatsand Attaching Lead \{ires

Figure 10. Traffic Analyser and Portable Computer

11



Figure 11. Installed Speed Mat

Figure 12, Typical Layout of Speed hats on Three Lanes
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Data Collection Procedure

For each treatment speed observations were made at the three speed staticlns
(A, B, and C) prior to implementation, within the first three days of
implementation and about 10 - 15 days after implementation. The 10 - 15 day
exposure period depended on construction progress. No treatment received
less than a ten-day exposure. Observation at all three stations were plannled
to be simultaneous, inspite of the separation between speed statiomlse
However, random damage to the speed sensors attached to the pavement did nlot
allow for exactly simultaneous measurements at all three stations. For each
treatment and speed station, at least 100 speed observations per lane were
mades except for speed stations preceding the tapleredone and/or two-l~~ne
closure. Occasionally, the fast lanes were less frequently used than the
other two lanes and thus resulted in less than 100 speed observations for
same time periods. All the lanes which were opened.to traffic at the three
speed stations were equipped with sensor:~to detect speed and classify
vehicles in two categories (cars and trucks,,) The VC 1900 traffic analyser
was programmed to detect the speed and t:~peof vehicles separated by a
selected headway of 4 seconds. The Husky H~~nterportable microcomputer was
used to program the traffic analysers plsced at eack~speed station. Vehicle
data were electronically stored in the memory of the traffic analyser snd
were retrieved period~Lcally using the Kaypro 200CI portable microcomputer
which is compatible with the IBM personal c~>mputer. Once the equipment at
all speed stations were progrmed for data collecti.o..?the field team lc:ft
the stations and took on a supervisory role, with periodical observation of
the equipment.

Data Reduction

me means and standard de~?iationsof speed :Eoreacl~treatment are presented
in Table 2. Figures 13 and 14 represent tl~espeec!profile for one-lane and
two-lane closures for a:~lvehicles. Similar profiles for cars and trucks sre
presented in Figures 15 and 16 and Figures 17 and 18, respectively. Altho~lgh
the long term speed reduction capability of some treatments are already being
hinted in the graph and tabulation of unadjusted ciata -- for example the
Police Car and Radar showing a consistent det:reasei.nspeed from base to late
periods --, consideration must be given the speed changes due to differences
in driver population across the periods.

Statistical Method

All statistical analyses were done on an AT&T microcomputer using PC-SAS
(Statistical Analysis System for Personal Computers). The experimental
design provided statistical controls fo]r site differences and dri~rer
populations within sikes by incorporating speed data from a base stat~.on
(Station A) and a base period across all stations. A one-way analysis of
variance procedure was used to compare mean clriver speeds among the
treatments. The driver speeds were adjusted for potential differences in the
driving population prior to the analysis ‘bysubtracting the mean dri~~er
speeds at the base station (Station A). ~zis adjustment assumes that t:he
driver speeds at Station A adequately reflect the speeds of the population of

13
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Figure 14. Speed Profiles for AII Vehicles on Bridges No. 813 and No. 826
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Figure 16. Speed’Profiles for Cars on Bridges No. 813 and No. 826
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Table 2. Means and Standard Deviation of Speeds of All Vehicles

Treatment

IWTCDFlag

INN.Flag

INN.Flag

Police Car
and Radar

Police Car
and Radar

Police
Controller

Police
Controller

Lanes
Closed

CL & LL

RL

CL & LL

RL

CL & LL

RL

CL & LL

RL

STATIONA
—

Base Early Late

Ysysys

60.8 5.7 57.7 6.5 58.4 8.3

62.2 7.1 58.3 7.8 59.0 8.0

55.6 6.8 57.9 7.1 59.0 7.9

58.8 5.7 56.0 5.5 57.2 5.5

55.6 5.4 56.3 6.5 58.3 5.9

59.0 3.2 57.9 6.8 57.6 5.7

56.7 6.8 57.7 6.5 58.4 6.6

54.9 7.0 57.3 7.1 57.2 6.9

STATIONB

Base Early Late

7s7s7s

57.3 7.8 69.9 7.2 58.2 7.1

53.8 6.0 55.1 6.0 60.0 5.8

61.3 7.7 57.7 7.8 58.5 7.1

57.5 6.5 56.1 6.6 55.6 6.6

56.6 5.6 60.9 7.0 53.9 5.6

60.2 6.6 56.7 5.6 59.3 6.0

53.9 7.0 53.6 6.6 53.8 6.4

55.5 6.9 53.3 6.8 55.5 6.2

STATIONC

Base Early Late

TsYsys

60.4 6s1 52.6 6.6 54.2 7.7

60.5 7.1 59.2 7.1 58.1 4.9

60.3 7.2 59.5 7.8 61.2 7.0

63.8 6.3 59.3 6.2 63.6 6.2

63.6 6.2 60.3 7.6 59.9 6.1

66.7 5.5 61.6 5.2 56.9 3.1

62.0 7.6 57.7 7.4 60.4 6.7

59.9 8.0 59.3 7.1 58.9 6.6

*located in active construction area Y= means speed (Dlph) S = standard deviation



drivers and that this population of drivers has the salinevariability at all
stations. This assmption of equal variability was statistically tested and
found to be valid at the “05 level of significance. The mean driver speeds
among the stations were ranked and compared using the Scheffe? method of
multiple comparison (17). me individual levels of signifance for these
multiple comparison tes~ were adjusted so that the ov~~rallconclusions dram
are reliable at the .05 ILevelof significance. Further details of these
statistical methods can be found in the Appendi:x.

EVALUATION 03 SPEED CONTROL Tmm~S

Measme of Effectiveness

This analysis compared Ehe effects of the four spe~~d c~~t~o~ trea~me~ts

(Police Radar, Police Controller, Innovative Flagging, mCD Flagging) during
the base (reference condition without any treatment) a~~dearly (with~.na few
days after implementation of the treatment) time periods and during the base
and late (10-15 days of cow~inuous exposure) periods, The early and late
periods represent the short term and lol~gterm~ respecf;ively.

The effect of the treatment was evaluated based on tl~e estimted expected
speed change at Station C adjusted for the actual speed change at the
upstream base stations Station A. In assessing the effect of the treatments
at the point of applications Station B was used in place of Station C.
However, the most dramatic treatment effect was antici~patedat Stati~]nC.

The unadjusted speed change at StaCion C due to a speelicontrol treatment was
estimated by subtracting the average speed at Statio]~C during the early
period from the average speed during khe base time :period. This average
speed change at Station C was then adjusted for differences in speeds that
might be anticipated under no speed control treatment conditions [i.e.,
differences due to changes in the driver populations between the base and
early periods). me net speed change was estimated by subtraci~ing the
average speed at Station A during the base time period. Since traffic at the
upstream Station A was not influenced by the speed control treatment
implemented near Station B~ changes in average speed at Station AO between
the base and early periodss could be asswed to be the resul~ of di:~ferences
in driver populations. mus , average speed differences at Statiol~C were
adjusted accordingly. The same procedure was used in estimating the net
speed change at Station B.

Table 3 s~rizes the estimated average (net) speed changes at Stations A
and C and the expected net average speed change;sat Station C after i~dj~st~~g
for Station A speed differences. For example!, for the mcD Flagging one-
Iane closure for all vehicles (ears and trucks), the difference in average
speed between the base and early period at Station A was -3.9 mph and -1.3
mph at Station Cp for a net change at St5ition C of +2.6 mph ([-1.3] -
[-3.9]]. Note that for the mCD Flagging speed control treatment to be
effective~ the average speed at Station C sho~lldhave decreased by Imorethan.
3.9 mph. However, there was actually a net increase in speed at Station C.
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Table 3, Average Speed Changes (WI-1)- Base Vs. Early Periods

Station ~;tation lJetChange Station Station l~etChan:e
A c Station C A c Station C

N Cars
:jy~~~ -3.5 -0.7 +2.8 -2.7 -7.1 -4.4
Police ~~ithRadar -1.3 -5.0 -3.7 +0.5 -3.0 -3,5
PC~liCe Controller +2.3 0,0 -2.3 +0.7 -3.9 -4.6
Innovative YlaSSin8 -2.1 -4*~ -2.4 +2.6 -1.3 -3.9

‘Yr?.lc!{s
iUICT) ?-6*L -3.0 +3.8 -2*1 -9.3 -7,2
:JoliceVlitilRadar -2*O –5.1 -3.1 +1*7 -4.2 -5.9
l>oliceController +3.8 -0.6 -4.4 -0.1 -4.9 -4.8
Innovative ~1.a~~ing -le~ -4.3 -3.4 +1.4 –1.5 _2.9



The statistical method used to evaluate treatment speeds was the analysis of
variance. A two-way analysis of variance model was applied to the base and
early data of Station C for all treatments adju~stedfor Station A speeds for
each respective treatment period. The factors in the analysis of variance
were 1) site, 2) treatment period (base or early), and 3) site by treatment
interaction. The interaction hypothesis in these two-way analysis of
variance tables was equivalent to testing equality among the speed changes in
colmns labeled “net change’?in Table 3. The adijusted(net change) estimates
were tested using a modified interaction test.

If there was a significant overall difference in net speed change, the next
step was to determine which treatments were different. This was done using
the Scheffe’s test for multiple comparison~! at the overall level of
significance of .05 for three contrasts.

The results of these statistical tests are summarized in Table 4. These
results were interpreted separately for c)ne-and two- lane closure
conditions.

Short-Term Exposure a~ Station C

@e-hne Closure

Statistically, the Police Radar and Police Cor~trollertreatments with net
average speed changes of -4.0 and -3.5 mph were equally effective and were
significantly more effective in reducing speeds than the Innovative Flagging
and the MTCD Flagging treatments with net average speed changes of -1.7 and
+2.6 mph during the field studies. However, since the difference in speed
reductions for the Police Radar and the Police Controller was at most 2.3 mph
greater ([-4.0] - [-1.7]) than the Innovative Flagging, from a practical
standpoint, one cannot say that the Police l{adar and Police Controller
treatments were better than the Innovative Flagging.

The net average speed increase of 2.6 mph for the mCD Flagging was
significantly different from any of the other t~:eatmenteffects. Please note
that the site where the ~CD Flagging was studied was the first site at
which data were collected and analyzed.

Analysis of cars only indicated that the Police Radar treatment, with an
average speed change of -3,7 mph, was statistically significantly better than
the other treatments. The Innovative Flagging treatment was found to be as
effective as the Police Controller treatment in reducing average speeds.
There was no statistically significant difference in average speed reductions
between the Innovative Flagging and Police Controller treatments (-2.4 vs -
2.3 mph). From a practical standpoint, there w~:reno differences between the
Police Radar, Police Controller and Innovative Flagging treatments.

The net average speed of cars during the mCD Flagging treatment increased
by 2.8 mph. The results of the analysis of tr~lckonly data were similar to
that of cars only. The Police Controller, Innovative Flagging and Police
Controller resulted in statistically significalltreductions in net average
truck speeds of 4.4, 3.4 and 3.1 mph. The ~~CD Flagging resulted in a net
increase of 3.8 mph in average truck speed.
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Two-Lane closure

For the two-lane closure condition, the net average vehicle speeds for all
four speed control treatments were both statistically and practically lower
than Che speeds during the base conditions. The average speeds were reduced
by a net of 5.3, 4.7, 4.0 and 3.6 mph for the Police Controller, mcD
Flagging$ Police Radar and Innovative Flagging treatments. mere were no
statistically significant differences among the four treatments.

Table 4. Mnking Within On+ or ~o-Lane Closures
Station C Early Treatment Effect

One-Lane Closure Two-Lane Closure

All Vehicles
10 Police Radar -4.0 1. Police Controller -5.3
2. Police Controller -3.5 2. mcD Flagging -4.7

Innvoative Flagging -1.7 3. Police Radar -4.0
:: mcD Flagging +2.6 4. Innovative Flagging -%.6

Cars
1. Police Radar -3.7 1. Police Controller -4.6
2. Innovative Flagging -2.4 2. mCD Flagging -4.4
3. Police Controller -2.3 3. Innovative Flagging -3.9
4. mcD Flagging +2,8 4. Police Radar -3.5

Trucks
1. Police Controller -4.4 1. mcD Flagging -7.2
2, Innovative Flagging -3*4 20 Police Radar -5*9
3. Police Radar -3.1 30 Police Contoller -4.8
4. mcn Flagging +3.8 4. Innovative Flagging -2.9

Analysis of the data by type of vehicle indicated that there were no
statistically differences among the four treatments for cars only or for
trucks only.

The results of the data for the two-lane closure are somewhat surprising when
compared to the one-lane closure. For example, it is difficult to understand
why the MTCD Flagging treatment would be effective for two-lane closures and
not effective for one-lane closures. One theory is proposed: it appears that
an experimental artifact may have biased the results at Station C during the
two-lane closures. For example, it is possible that drivers were forced to
reduce speeds in order to merge into one open lane during the two-lane
closures. ~us, the speed reductions were tempered by things other than the
speed control treatments.
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Table 5. Average Speed Changes (WH) - Base Vs. Early Periods

One-Lane Closure T~]o–LaneClosure

Station Station filetChanse Station Station net Change
A p, Station B A B Station B

All Vehicles
?WTCD -3e9 -3.7 +0.2 -3.1 +3,6 +6s7
Police ~~ithRadar -1.1 -3e5 -2*4 +0$7 +4,3 +3,6
Police Controller +2.9 -2,2 -5.1 +1.0 -5.3 -(6.3
Innovative Flagging -2.8 -~,[+ +1.4 +2.3 –[).1 -6.4

& Cars
F~TCD -3.5 -3*6 -0.1 -2.7 +3.2 +5.9
Police fvithRadar -I*3 -3*9 -2.6 +-0*5 +4.2 +3=7
Police Controller t2.3 -2.0 -4,3 +0.7 -5.6 -6.3
T---..-+<..- Vim--:--
L1llluvaLAvc L La&&LIL~

_~.~
—201

~.[] +2 * ,5 –~,~ -6.7

Trucks
i~NTCD -~.~ -2.7 +4.1 –2.1 +4.3 +6,4
Police \qithRadar -2.0 -1.9 +0.1 +1.7 +5.2 +3.5
Police Controller +3.8 -3.1 -6.9 -o e 1 –5,6 –5.5
Innovative Fla~ginS -1.4 +1.9 +3.3 +1.4 -3.2 –4.5



Short-Te~ Exposure at Station B

Station B was analyzed using the same procedures as Station C. Both Early
and Late speed control treatment effects were evaluated with adjustment for
differences in Station A speeds. Tables 5 and 6 swarize the speed changes
at Stations A and B, the net adjusted speed change$ and the ranking and
results of statistical Kests of significance of these net changes.

For the one-lane closure for all vehicles (cars and trucks), all treatments
showed a statistically significant change in net speeds. The Police
Controller and the Police Radar treatments both significantly reduced net
speeds (-5.1 and -2.4 mph). The Police Controller treatment resulted in a
significantly lower net speed than the Police Radar treatment. The mCD
Flagging and the Innovative Flagging treatments resulted in increases in net
speed (+0.2 and +1.4 mph)o me changes in speed resulting from the Police
Radar, mCD Flagging, and Innovative Flagging treatments were not considered
to be of practical significance (i.e,p essentially there were no changes in
net speeds with these treatments).

For cars and trucks analyzed separately, the Police Controller was effective
in reducing speeds. The Police Radar treatment was effective in reducing car
speedss but resulted in no effect for trucks. The Innovative Flagging and
the mCD Flagging treatments were found to be equal in effect. No net speed
change was found for carsa and speed increases were found for trucks.

Two-Lane Closure

For the two-lane closure, the Innovative Flagging and the Police Controller
resulted in very significant net reductions in speed (-6.4 and -6.3 mph).
The mCD Flagging and the Police Radar resulted in significant increases in
net speeds (+6.7 and +3.6 mph). me increase in speed using the mCD
Flagging treatment was significantly higher than the increase with the Police
Radar treatment.

Long-Term Exposure at Station B

Results of the speed changes at Stations A and B, the net speed changes
(adjusted speeds), and the ranking and results of statistical tests of
significance are summarized in Tables 7 and 8.
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Table 6. Ranking \JithinOne- or Two-Lane Closures
Station B Early Treatment Effect

—

Trucks
1. Police Controller –6.9 1. Police Controller –5.5
2. Police Radar +0.1 2. Innovative Fla{lL{in:; —4*6
3. Innovative F1.aC~in~ +3.3 3. ~’oliceRadar +-3.5
f}.~~~~C1]Fla8gin~; +4.1 f}.~~rC1)~l:~~;ging -K6.4
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Table 7. Average Speed Changes (~1-1)- Base Vs. Late Period

One-Lane Closure Two-Lane Closure

Station Station Net Change Station Station Net Change
A B Station B A B Station B

All Vehicles
~CD -3.2 +1*2 +4.4 -2.4 +0,9 +3.3
Police with Radar -1.4 -0.9 +0.5 +2.7 -2.7 -5.4
Police Controller +2.3 0.0 -2.3 +1.7 -5.1 -6.8
Innovative Flagging -1.6 -1.9 ‘0.3 +3.4 -3.3 -6.7

Cars
YNTCD -2.2 +1.1 +3.3 -3*4 +0.6 +4.0
Police with Radar -1.5 -1.2 +0.3 +2.0 -3*O -5.0
Police Controller +1.7 +0.6 -1.1 +0.9 -5.1 -6.0
Innovative Flagging -1.4 -2,7 -1.3 +3.2 -3.3 -6.5

Trucks
WTCD -6.8 +2,7 +9.5 +2.4 +1.6 -0.8
Police with Radar -108 +0.3 +2.1 +1.0 -0.5 -1.5
Police Controller +3.9 -3.1 -7*O +3.9 -5.4 -9*3
Innovative Flagging -0,4 +1.4 +1.8 +1,4 -2.9 -4.3



Table 8. Ranking ViithinOne- or Two-Lane Closures
Station B Late TrezltmentEffect

One–1.anf~Closure Two-1.aneClosure

,111 ~Jehicles
1. Police Controller -2.3 1. Police Controller
2.

-:5,:1
Innovative FlaQ[:ing -0.3 2. Innovative Fla::in~ -~,.7

3. Police gadar +d.5 3. Police P.ad<ar [-5.+
4. filTJTCDFla,pgin: +4.4 4. l;lJTCI)Fla:;::in:; -/-2.3

Cars
1. Innovative Flag~ill~ -1.3
2. Police Controli~r ‘- -1.1
3. Police 2adar +0.3
4. liUTCDFlagging +3.3

1. InilovativePla::;in: -[~1.5
2. Police Controller -6’.()
3. Police ]?adar To-J .
4. ~ilJTCD~lag~.in:j +4.(0

~L-UC]tS

1. Police Controller -7.0 1. l’oliceController —Q.3
2. Innovative Flag8in[~ +1.: ? Innovative Tlag~in~-e -4.3
3. Police Radar +2.9 3. Police ~adar -1.5
4. l’~UfCDFlagginu +9.5 [)● lIUTC?)Fla~~inG -~lo(3

One-Lane Closure

For tile one-lane closure for all vehicles, only the Police Controller
resulted in a statistically significant reductic]nin net speed. llowever,the
-2.3 mph speed chan~e was not of practical si.~nificancc. The Innovative
Flagging and the Police Radar treatments had ncleffect on net speeds. The
}flJTCDFlag~in[; resulted in a statistically and practically significailt
increase in net speeds. The chan~e was +4.4 mph. For cars$ none of the
treatments resulted in any practical changes i~l net speed. llowever, for
truclcs, the Police Controller resulted in a -7.0 mph change in speed whi1e
the iNTCD ~lag~in~ treatrilentresulted in a +9.5 mph cilan~ein speed.

Two-Lane Closure

For the two-lane closure, all treatments except the 21UTCD~la~:;in~treattient
reducec! net speeds significantly. The Police Controller, Innovative
Flaggin~, and Police 8aclarresulte(lin net speed changes of -6,8@ -6.7@ and
-5.4 mph. The ~mTC1)FlagGins resulted in a 3.3 mph increase in speedO The
results with respect to decreases and increases in net speeds were ;~epeated
when only the car data were analyzed. lJowever, for trucks only, the Police
Radar and the I’MTCDFlagging resulted in no significant change in net speeds.
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Long-Term Exposure at Station C

The speed changes at Stations A and C between the Base and Late treatment
periods and the net speed change for Station C adjusted for Station A speeds
are listed in Table 9. Rankings of the speed control treatments and the
results of statistical tests of significance among these treatments are show
in Table 10. If there was a long-term speed control treatment effect, the
results of this analysis should agree tith those of the Early treatment
effect at Station C.

We-Lane Closure

For the late period sample with all vehicles (cars and trucks) and one-lane
closures the rankings of the treatments agree with the Early treatment
analysis. However, the data indicated that the Police Radar treatment
improved tith time. The net change in average speed with the Police Radar
treatment was -8.4 mph. This reduction is also statistically significantly
better than the Police Controller treatment which experienced a net speed
change of -3.3 mph during the Late time period. Neither Innovative Flagging
nor mCD Flagging were significant in reducing speeds and, whereas there
were speed increases for both of these treatments the increases were neither
statistically nor practically significant, (Note that the net speed increase
for the mCD Flagging during the Early period was statistically
significant].

For cars only, all treatments were significantly different from each other
and for trucks only, the net speed changes for all treatments were
significant but equal.

Two-Lane Closure

For the two-lane closure, all speed control treatments resulted in a net
average speed reduction during the Late period. However, the speed reduction
for the Police Radar treatment reduced net speeds by an even greater amount
than in the Early treatment period. men vehicle types were separated,
however, this improvement was not statistically significant for cars. For
trucks, the net speed change for the ~CD Flagging became significantly
higher than during the Early period. The sample sizes for trucks in this
analysis were extremely low for some treatments, however, and the variability
was higher (as evidenced in the results of statistical equality between the
Police Radar and Innovative Flagging treatments despite a 3.3 mph
difference).
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Table 9. Ranking llithinOne- or Two-Lane Closures
Station C Late Treatment Effect

——
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Table 10. Average Speed Changes [NH) - Base Vs. Late Period

One-Lane Closure Two-Lane Closure

Station Station I1etChange Station Station !Jet Change
A c Station C A c Station C

All Vehicles
:,pJfc~ -3.2 -2.4 +0.8 -2.4 -6.2 -3.8
Police with Radar -1.4 -9.8 -8,4 +2.7 -3.7 -6.4
Police Controller +2.3 -1.0 -3.3 +1.7 -1.6 -3.3

w Innovative Flagging –1.6 -0,2 +1.4 +3.4 +0.4 -3s0
N

Cars
t’lwrcl) -2.2 -2.6 -oel~ -3.4 -5,7 -2.3
Police b~ith2adar -1.5 -10.2
Police Controller

-6.7 t2.o -3.8 -5.8
+1,7 -0,7 -2.4 +0.9 -2.6 -3.5

Innovative l~lag~in[; -1.4 -0.2 +1.2 +3.2 0.0 -3.2

Truclcs
~~l~cj) -5*8 -0,6 t6.2 +2.4 -8.2 -10.6
~oli~~ ~~it~l;Iadar -1.8 -8*2 -G.lb +l.O -3.1 -4.1
Police Controller +3.9 -1.0 _4*9 +3.9 +2.4 -1.5
Innovative Flag8in~ -0.4 -0.3 +0.1 +1.4 +0.6 -o*%



SMMRY OF RESULTS

The basic theory is that the speed reduction treatments applied at Station B
where all the freeway lanes are opened to traffic will result in reduced
speed at Station C? located in the area of active construction. Lane closure
refers to the reduction of the number of lanes opened to traffic at Station C
only. ,!summary of results is presented below.

Station C With One-Lane Closure

‘fhe results indicate that the Police Radar and the Police Controller were
effective in reducing vehicle speeds in both the short-term (about 3 days)
and the long-tern (more than two weeks) after the speed control treatments
were implemented on the freeway work sites stu{l.ied. ~~lleinnovative ~la~~in:;
speed control treatment did elicit a small decrease in speeds in the short-
terrn, but the decrease was less than 2 mp!land was considered to be
practicablyinsignificant. In the long–term, the Innovative ~la~ging did not
result ‘in speed reductions at Station C. ~le FIUTCD ~la~~ing treatment
actually resulted in a small increase in speed in the short- and long-term.

Station C With Two-Lane Closure

Si~nificant reductions in speeds were experienced in both the short-term and
long-term for all four speed control treatments when two of the three freeway
lanes were closed. Tile amount of speed reductions were the same
statistically for each treatment, with the exception that the Police Radar
treatment resulted in a ~reater lon[;-termspeed reduction.

The results of the data for the two-lane closure are somewhat sur?risin~ when
compared to the one-lane closure. For example, it is difficult to understand
why the \~TCD Fla~ging treatment would be effective fo]!two-lane closures and
not effective for one-lane closures. One possible explanation is that an
experimental artifact may have biased the results at Station C durin~ the
two-lane closures. For example, it is possible that drivers were forced to
reduce speeds in order to merge into one open lane (~l~ring the two-lane
closures. Thus, the speed reductions were tempered by thinas other than the
speed control treatments.

Station B With One-Lane Closure at C

The Police Controller was the only speed control treatment that resulted in a
significant (both statistically and practically) short-term speed reduction
at Station E. The Police Controller also resulted in a long-term speed
reduction; however, the reduction was only 2.3 mph which was not considered
to be of practical significance. There was essentially no long-term speed
reductions for the Police J?adaror the Innovative Fla~ging treatments. In
the long-term, the 1*’JUTCDFlaG~inG resulted in an increase in speed.

Station B With Two-Lane Closure at C

Significant long-term speed reductions were experienced at Station B when the
Police Controller, Police Radar, or Innovative Flagging treatments were used.
There was a significant long-term speed increase during the i’MTCD Flagging
operations.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of this research indicate that the long-term -- more than two
weeks — application of all the tested speed control treatments can dertve
significant reduction in traffic speed through the work area in highway
construction zones. However, the effectiveness of the treatments appear to
depend on the number of lanes that remain opened to traffic in the work area.
The flagging techniques were effective in reducing speed in the work area
where there was one lane open and two lanes closed. It should be noted,
however$ that the entire data collection effort was conducted under ideal
traffic conditions~ with level of service A. ~us during one-lane closures
drivers still had unlimited maneuverability and sufficient advance warning by
the basic construction traffic control devices to enable them to merge into
the two opened lanes without the need to reduce speed. This might explain
why the flagging methods are less effective during one-lane closures than
during two-lane closures . The two-lane closures result in higher lane
volme and less maneuverability in the approach to the work area. It stands
to reason that at lower levels of service -- higher lane volumes -- the
flagging methods could experience increased effectiveness during one-lane
closures.

The law enforcement methods demonstrated strong long term speed reduction
capability. This finding, however, must be evaluated with due consideration
given to the normal level of law enforcement activity on the freeways. In
this research, all the study sites were located on facilities where there was
already an exceptionally high level of police patrol. Thus most motorists
were already aware of the high probability of being ticketed and saw
compliance with speed control as the convenient option. Jurisdictions where
a reputation for enforcing the speed limit is not well knOwn may not obtain
significant reduction in speed via law enforcement methOds. Consistent
enforcement of speed limits will facilitate the effectiveness of law
enforcement speed control techniques.

MCOHDATION

men this research began, the study team contacted several states seeking
their cooperation in implementing the data collection on construction sites.
Every contacted state indicated that speeding through highway construction
zones was a serious continuing problem and most were skeptical about any
solution. This skepticism appears to be rooted in the scarcity of resources
for effective implementation of speed control methods and the inability to
establish an integrated administrative mechanism to enable the speed
reduction methods of this research to be included in construction
specifications as part of the traffic control plan. The engineer responsible
for developing the traffic control plan should select a safe operating speed
for the work zone and determine the need for speed reduction measures.
Noting the effectiveness of utilizing police officers for speed control,
state and local Departments of Transportation are encouraged to make special
contractual provisions for their implementation into the traffic control
plans. These provisions should include procedures for obtaining off-duty
police personnel for the work sites, compensation, list of contact persons,
applicable union requirements scheduling? dress and equipment.
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APPENDIX A

STATISTICAL ~THODS

The statistical i~lethodsdescribed in this section were used to answer
following questions:

1. Is there a significant treatment effect on driver speeds between
base and early treatment periods at Station C adjusted
differences in driver speeds at Station h?

2. Is there a si~nificant treatment effect on driver speeds between
base and late treatment periods at Station C adjusted
differences in driver speeds at Station A?

3. Is there a significant treatment effect on driver speeds between
base and early treatment periods at Station B adjusted
differences in driver speeds at Station A?

4. Is there a significant treatment effect on driver speeds between
base and late treatment periods at Station 13 adjusted
differences in driver speeds at Station A?

the

the
for

the
for

the
for

the
for

,4 two-step procedure was used to answer these qllestions. A two-factor
<analysis of variance i~odel was used includin~ the factors of treatment ty;)e
(SITE), tretr]ent period ~’rRT) and treatment type-by-period interaction]
(T2T+$SITE), Since each site in the study represented a different treatment,
the term SITE was used in the co:!]puteranalysis to denote treatfllenttype
differences, whereas the term TRT denoted treatment period {Differences. In
any case, the only term of interest in this study is the interaction term.
This term measures tile treatment effects relative to the base periods.
S;>ecifically,it tests the ~ly;)othesis:

H: (DIFF)i = (DIFF)j

where “IIIFFis the difference between the base period rlean speed and the
treatme~-~tperiod mean speed (early or late) for all treatment pairs i and j
(i and j representin~ treatments ;’11JTC5Fla2gi~lg, Police Radar, Police
Controller an[i Innovative ?la~;gin~). There are tl~ree .indepe~]tlentpairs
(contrasts) which can be :aade(e.g., ~fiJ~c~ ~l~:;~irl~ VS police ~~$~lar~ ;lUTCD
?:l.a[j~;in~vs police Controller, l“HJTCDF1.ag[iir}g;7s Innovative ~la:~inu)
correspondi.rl.jjto the t!lree,.le:,;rees(~.ffr(se{io!rfor t{if:interact~.orltcrfilin t!le
Ana].ysis of Variance. The nain effect terr]sin tl~isanalysis are []ot of
practical int[?restsince, for e>:a:l]jle,t!~eSITE e~fect tests the eq(:ality01
treatmt?nt types avera:jedover the base and treatrlentperiods YJhichconfo~lnds
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the treat:!lenteffect i,~iththe perio(leffect. The ~auleis true for the TY;
main effect which confou;ldssite differences v~:i.thtreatment (liffer(>nces. Ir:
other iwor{s, the interaction tern is the onl.~~statistically vali(l tern t()
test since this represents a ;llcas’~reof treatment effect unconfouncle(jby site
or driver po~}ulationdifferences.

If the interaction term in the al]ovemo(lelis not si.znificant, there are no
treatment differences an(l the analysis is co[l]plete, If, however, ti”]e
interaction term is si~nificant, then the ne:~tstep is to determine whic]l
treatments are clifferent$ an(~th(?direction of the i!ifference (i.e., Ifere
driver speecls significantly reduced or di(l they increase d~~e to tile
treatment?). This is (lone by ranking the mean treatment SpeF2(IS ~n[]

performing multip].e pairwise comparisons o]lth~.;ranked Gleans [lsin~ t}l{:
Scllcffe$ method of multiple comparison. The Scheffe’ test is con[lucte(l t‘a.
the .01 level of si~nificance to produce an overa].1.CJ5level of significance
on the test conclusions. Scheffe’ test resu:ltsare presented in Ta;)le A-l..
The SAS Anlaysis of Variance procedure cloesnot provi<~ean autolnatedmut].iplc?
comparison test for any model parameters except the main effects, !]encethesf?
tests were computed manually.
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TABLE A-1. SCHEFEE TEST RESULTS - STATION c

One-Lane Two-Lane

n Mean Diff F* n Mean Di ff F*
EARLY TRT

All Lengths 800 -4.0 0.5 1.5*1 No significant interaction.
871 -3.5 1.8 6.1* All treatments are equal.

1173 -1.7 4.3 15.5
1082 2.6

m= 6.6

Cars 600 -3.7 1.3 3.8* No significant interaction.
900 -2.4 0.11 .3 All treatments are equal.
570 -2.3 5.1 14.9
940 2.8

== 6.4

Trucks 120 -4.4 1.0 1.1

1

No significant interaction.
117 -3.4 0.3 .3* All treatments are equal.
200 -3.1 6.9 6.9

LATE TRT

All Lengths 350 -8.4 5.1 12.6; 500 -6.4 -2.6 6.4*
970 -3.3 4.7 16.7 600 -3.8 -0.5 1.2

1200 1.4 0.63 1.8 520 1-3,3 0.3 0.7
650 0.8

Cars 300 -8.7 6.3 14.7: 400 -5.8 1.3 2.8
850 -2.4 2.0 5.7 445

1

-3.5 0.3 0.4
560 -0.4 1.6 4.4* 82 -3.2 0.9 2.0
700 1.2 470 -2.3

-= 6.4 = = 6.5

Trucks 120 -6.4 1.5 1.5*1 82 -10.6 6.5 5.9*
80 -4.9 5.0 5.9 105 -4.1 2.6 2.3
400 0.1 6.1 7.L~ 75 -1.5

1
0.7 0.5

80 6.2
m = 6.9

45 -0.8
m= 7.4
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APPENDIX B

USER GUIDE: SPEED CONTROL AT WORK ZONES

NEED FOR SPEED CONTROL

Numerous accident studies have identified excessive vehicle speed as a major
contributor to accidents in highway work zones. llenceto meet the safety
needs of ~awork zone$ speeclcontrol is an important facet of the traffic
control plan that needs to be addressed.

The basic safety principles Soverning the design speeds of permanent roadways
and roadsides should also Govern the design speed of work zones. TE~e ~oal
should be to route traffic through such areas with [;eometrics and traffic
control devices comparable to those for normal highway situations. Where
possible the desigl~ speeds for the work zone traffic control plan should
correspond with the posted speed limit of the hi}qhway. SCill, in order to
maintain acceptable levels of safety, work zone conditions may dictate the
need for a speed reduction of the vehicles traveling through the work zone.

Traffic control in work sites should be designed on the assumption that motorists
will reduce their speeds only if they clearly pe:rceivea need to do so* Reduced
speed zoning should be avoided as much as possible. C5-rcumstances,however, such
as frequent and abrupt changes in geometries (i.ls.~ lane narrowing, dropped lanes,
or main roadway transitions) or the safety of comstruct~Lonoperations (e.g.* :Slow
moving and crossing construction vehicles~ and close proximity of construction
workers and vehicles to through traffic) may dic,atatea need for speed reduction.

SELECTION OF A REASONABLE SPEED

After it has been determined that reduced speeds are de:~irableand practical,
a speed should be selected which is reasonable for the conditions. Among the
conditions that need to be given consideration when selecting a reduced speed
are existing speeds~ Worl< zone design speeds (determined by horizontal
curvature$ sight distance, superelevation~ etc.) and worlczone conditions
(interaction of workers and equipment with traffic stream). It is important
that the selected speed is not significantly lower than drivers reasonably
expect or will tolerate. If an unreasonably low speed is sou~ht by the
highway agency, drivers will quickly lose respect for the speed control
effort. The loss of credibility and respect will result in reduced
effectiveness of the speed control technique at the site.
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SPEED REDU~ION

Speed reduction can be accomplished by using one of two methods: reducing
the regulatory speed limit and advisory maximum speed warnings.

In the first case the speed limit is reduced to the desired level. Reducing
the regulatory speed limit would likely be justified for only long term and
long distance construction projects. Proper authority and approval is needed
before changing the current speed limit.

The Manual on Uniform Traffic ConErol
Devices (see Section 2B-10, 28-14 and
6B-6) indicates the required signing
for regulatory speed limits and speed
limit reductions. Two appropriate
reduced speed signs are illustrated
on Che right. The state or local
police who are char~ed with enforcin~
these re~ulations should be notified
of the speed reduction.

A more comwon procedure is to use an
Advisory Speed plate (W13-1, P~TCD
Sec 6B-34) in conjunction with a
warning sign as illustrate? on the
right. It is used to recommend the
maximum speed throush the hazardous
area. Except in emergencies an
Advisoiy Speed plate shall not be
erected until the recommended speed
has been determined by the authority
in charge of the t~ighway.

REDUCED

SPEED

AHEAD

R2-5a

w]3-?

REDUCED
SPEED

30
M.P H.

R2-5b

avRIGHTLANE
CLOSED
‘A MILE

❑xx
MPH

Unfortunately, motorists do not always slow down to the posted work zone
speed limits or maximum speed advisory. When utilizing re~ulatory or
advisory signing as speed control? more positive measures may be needed to
realize the desired speed. Recent studies have found that tileuse of hand
signaling devices and/or law enforcement officers are effective methods of
accomplishing reduction of speeds in work zones.

HAND SIGNALING DEVICES

Hand signaling devices such as STO?/SL[Ydpaddles and red fla~s can be
effective in reducing speed and controlling traffic through work zones. The
sign paddle bearing the clear messages STOP or SLOW provide motorists with
more positive guidance than red flags and, thus, are the primary
hand signaling device. The alternative methods for alterting or slowin~
traffic are noted below:
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T!le flag~er shall face traffic with
the SLO!J sign paddle held in a
stationary position with the arm
extended horizontally away from the
body as illustrated here.

Red Flag

The flagger shall face traffic and
slowly wave the flag ir~a sweeping
motion of the extended arm from the
shoulder level to straight clown
without raising the arm above the
horizontal position as illustrated
here.

For greater emphasis,
above, the flagger can
and then to point at a
demonstrated in Figure
control results in one

in addition to the standard FWTCI)procedures described
also motion to traffic with his free hand to slow down
nearby speed limit si~n. This “innovative” technique,
B-1, has been shown to be effective where the traffic
through lane in the construction area.

Figure B-1. “Innovative” ~flCD Flagging
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The !~TTCDstresses the need for qualified personnel to be used as flaggers.
To realize the maximum potential for speed reduction, flaggers should be
intelligent~ alerts and trained in proper flagging techniques.

The flagger must at all time be
clearly visible to approaching
traffic for a distance sufficient to
permit traffic to reduce speed before
entering the worksite. This distance
is related to approach speed and
physical conditions at the site;
however* a distance of 200 to 300
feet is desirable.

The use of orange clothing such as a
ves~p shirt~ or jacket shall be
required for flaggers. In
positioning flaggers consideration
must be given to maintaining color
contrast between the work area
background and the flagger9s
protective Sarments.

FlaQgers should be adequately
protected and preceded by proper
advance warning signs including the
Advanced Flagger Sign (PrdTCD Section
6B-20) and the optional distance
plate.

LAW ENFORCEIRNT OFFICERS

While stu~i~s and experience have determined the use of flaggers as an
effective method in reducing speed$ using police officers has been documented
as significantly more effective in reducirl~s~)eedsand therefore their use
should be given strong consideration. Two illethOdSof utilizing police
officers for speed control ttlathave beeen tested and deterlnilledverY
effective are:

Stationary .I>oliceCruiser With Lights and Radar 011

~~~i~ technique requires a marked patrol car witl~cruiser lights and a radar
device in full view. See ;~igureB-2. The policeman can and should remain in
the vehicle in order to alert speeders of this readiness for pursuit. For
!naxil.lumeffectivel]es.s,the patrol car should be highly visible to approaching
traffic.
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Figure B-2. Stationary Police Cruiser IiithLig,htsand Radar On

I’olice Traffic Controller-

fj uniformed officer standins on the side of the road ]~eara speed limit sign
manually motions the traffic to slow dowrl. The ~,olicemanneed not wear
sl~ecialflaSman attire. See Fi[;Llre7~-3.

Figure B-3. Police Traffi(:Contrclller
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The most effective of the police officer methods is the method utilizing the
patrol car with cruiser lights and radar in operation The officer may
occasionally need to chase a speed limit violators but generally the patrol
car should remain in place.

The practice of using law enforcement officers varies widely. In some states
le~islation has been enacted which prohibits anyone but a uniformed police
officer from directing traffic. In other states strong labor unions have
3een effective in keeping contractors from hiring part-time police officers
for traffic control duties. Some police departments are very cooperative in
lining up policeman for off-duty part-time employment. In certain
jurisdictions on-duty police will be provided, if needed. Sometimes,
however, they may be called off the job to attend to higher priority police
work.

RESPONSIBILIH AND CONTRA~RAL ISSUES

Good speed control starts with a well thought out traffic control plan. The
en~ineer responsible for developing the traffic control plan should select a
safe design speed for the work zone and determine the need for speed
reduction measures.

Maintenance of the plan should be conducted by a Safety Inspector or other
responsible official for the work site. During the course of the project,
traffic speeds and accidents should be continually monitored by the safety
inspector to insure the objectives of the plan are realized.

As part of the traffic control plan, safe speeds (as indicated in the traffic
concrol plan and or as determined by the safety inspector) need to be
maintained and if necessary enforced. If a need for additional speed control
has been identified, traffic control plans and contract documents should
contain the flexibility to be easily modified to include such speed control
methods as the use of police officers and the use of hand signal devices.
l~orinstance, a unit bid item approach for traffic safety items would allow
for all contingencies and insure that motorist’s safety interests are not
compromised,

Noting tl~e effectivf>nessof utilizing police officers for speed control,
State and local Departments of Transportation are encouraged to malcespecial
contractual provisions for t!leirimplementation into the Traffic Control
Plan* These I)rovisions should include procedures for obtaining off-duty
police personnel for worksite traffic control during non-emer~ency periods.
The procedures should spell ol~tthe process for obtaininc the services of
off–duty police officers, ~~hoi]lto contact and how; including such items as
the amount of compensation to be paid; union requirements, if any; and the
appropriate dress and equipment.
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SMARY

As with all traffic control efforts, any effort to reduce work zone speeds
should be founded on an identifiable need. Speed reduction should be airnecl
at decreasing the number and/or severity of work zone accidents, or the
potential for accidents at sites where speed-related potential hazards exist.

Speed control abuse and misuse at a work zone can render a speed reduction
attempt ineffective and can damage the credibility of work zone speed
reduction effforts in general. Abusive practices include using unreasonably
low speed limits and leaving reduced speed limits in place after the work
activity is removed.
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